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Abstract: Cu nanoparticles were produced by using solid-state dewetting (dry) of a 1.3 nm Cu layer
or laser ablation of a Cu solid target (wet) in acetone and methanol. The morphology and chemi-
cal composition of the nanoparticles were investigated as a function of the synthesis methods and
their key parameters of the annealing temperature (200–500 ◦C) and the liquid environment during
the ablation. Cu nanoparticles were then embedded in transparent conductive oxide (TCO) films
as aluminum-doped zinc oxide (AZO) or zirconium-doped indium oxide (IZrO); the TCObott/Cu
nanoparticle/TCOtop structures were synthesized with all combinations of AZO and IZrO as the top
and bottom layers. The goal was to achieve a plasmonic and conductive structure for photovoltaic
applications via a comparison of the involved methods and all fabricated structures. In particu-
lar, solid-state dewetting produced faceted or spherical (depending on the annealing temperature)
nanoparticles with an average size below 150 nm while laser ablation produced spherical nanoparti-
cles below 250 nm. Dry and wet plasmonic conductive structures as a function of the TCOs employed
and the temperature of annealing could reach a sheet resistance of 86 Ω/sq. The energy band-gap
Egap, absorbance, transmittance, and reflectance of the plasmonic conductive structures were investi-
gated in the UV–vis–NIR range. They showed a dependence on the sequence of the top and bottom
TCO, with best transmittances of 89.4% for the dry plasmonic conductive structure and 84.7% for the
wet plasmonic conductive structure. The latter showed a higher diffused transmittance of between
10–20% in the visible range.

Keywords: copper; zinc oxide; AZO; indium oxide; IZrO; nanostructures; laser ablation; dewetting;
plasmonic; solar cells

1. Introduction

In the transition toward clean and renewable energy in recent years, photovoltaic (PV)
technology has become a strategic field that, thanks to its low costs (over the last decade the
cost of solar power has decreased by 82%), ease of manufacturing, and other benefits, can
provide renewable, sustainable, and environmental friendly energy [1,2]. A crucial factor
that determines the performance of solar cells (not including their generation) with their
absorbent characteristic layer and technology is the efficiency of the light absorption (light
harvesting) needed to generate electron–hole pairs. A conventional method implemented
in solar cells to increase the path length within the absorbent layer is a textured surface
such as a random pyramid or inverted pyramid, which produces the scattering of sun-
light over a broad angular range and consequently increased the path length, promoting
an enhancement of the light-harvesting performance in solar cells [3–5].

In order to overcome problems related to the use of a textured surface and to produce
more efficient light scattering, metal nanostructures, with their well-known optical property
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of surface plasmon resonance (SPR), have been demonstrated to be one of the best solutions
to enhancing and scattering the incident sunlight [6–11]. In details, SPR becomes a localized
surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) due to the reduced dimensions of a nanostructure, which
localize oscillations of electrons. Many factors influence the intensity and wavelength
of LSPR, such as the type of metal used, the size and shape of the nanostructure, the
dielectric properties of the nanostructure, and the dielectric constant of the surrounding
medium.

Copper (Cu) has become a great alternative to the most used, studied, and high-
priced noble metals such as gold (Au) and silver (Ag, thanks to its low-cost [12–14], earth-
abundant nature, and other characteristics that can prop up its use on a large scale in the
manufacturing of PV cells. Moreover, Cu is characterized by an LSPR in the 500–800 nm
range, although it often shows a broad and weak LSPR at ~590 nm. In recent years,
in order to achieve a narrow and intense peak and also to prevent the oxidation process,
strong efforts have been made and different technological solutions have been proposed
and carried out. To mention a few: different shapes (Cu nanotriangle, Cu half-shell,
and cubic shape) [12–16]; chemical and physical methods such as solid-state dewetting
(SSD), nanosphere lithography, e-beam lithography, focused-ion-beam machining, chemical
reduction, electrochemical synthesis, and laser ablation of solid target in solvents (LAL)
such as ethanol, ethylene glycol, glycol, acetone, and methanol; and Cu nanostructures
embedded into different matrices [12,15–22].

In this work, we focused on solid-state dewetting (dry method) and laser ablation
of a solid target in a solvent (wet method) to produce Cu nanostructures that in turn were
embedded in thin layers of transparent and conductive oxides (TCOs) of AZO (aluminum-
doped zinc oxide), IZrO (Zirconium-doped Indium oxide), and a mix of both. We chose
these TCOs due to their compatibility with solar cell manufacturing and, more impor-
tantly, their indium-free (or very low indium consumption) transparent electrodes or buffer
layer [23–25]. Briefly, the SSD method is based on a thermally induced modification
of morphology well below the melting point of a metal thin film into an array of droplets
or nanostructures/nanoparticles. The key factors that determine the resulting nanostruc-
tures’ morphology are the thickness of the starting metal film, the temperature of the
process, and the interaction between the substrate and the metal film [26]. In contrast,
in the LAL process, a laser beam is focused on the surface of a solid target and immersed
in a solvent that absorbs the laser radiation, which under suitable conditions leads to the
nucleation and growth of metal particles that are released into the surrounding solvent,
hence forming a nanoparticle colloidal solution [27]. The key factors that determine the re-
sulting nanostructures’ morphology are, in this case, the laser parameters (laser wavelength
and fluence, pulse duration, and repetition rate) and the liquid environment in which the
ablation is carried out.

In this work, Cu nanoparticles were produced by means of dry SSD of a 1.3 nm Cu
layer and wet LAL of a Cu target using a 1064 nm nanosecond-pulsed laser in acetone
and methanol. The morphology of the Cu nanoparticles (size and shape) was examined as
a function of the synthesis methods and their key parameters: in the SSD, the morphology
was studied as a function of the annealing temperature of 200 to 500◦C in N2 for 1 h; while
in the LAL, the morphology was studied as a function of the employed liquid environment.
Moreover, the chemical composition of the Cu nanoparticles and TCOs layers was studied
by using energy-dispersive X-ray analysis. The produced Cu nanostructures were then
embedded in TCOs as an AZO layer, an IZrO layer, or a mix of both TCO. The TCObott/Cu
nanoparticle/TCOtop structures were synthesized using all combinations of AZO and IZrO
as the top and bottom layers. The goal of this research was to achieve a plasmonic and
conductive structure (PCS) for photovoltaic applications via a comparison of the involved
methods and all created structures.

The differences observed between the wet and dry processes were in the shape and
size of the Cu nanoparticles: the SSD produced faceted or quasispherical nanoparticles with
an average size below 150 nm, while the LAL produced spherical nanoparticles smaller
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than 50 nm in acetone and larger but smaller than 250 nm for methanol. Dry and wet
PCSs as a function of the TCOs employed and the temperature of annealing could achieve
a sheet resistance of 86 Ω/sq in the best conditions for the dry PCS and ~250 Ω/sq at
room temperature for the wet and dry PCSs. Optical properties such as the energy band
gap, direct transmittance, absorbance, and specular or total reflectance were investigated
in the 250–1100 nm wavelength range. They showed a strong dependence on the sequence
of the top and bottom TCOs and type (wet or dry) of Cu nanoparticles embedded in them.
The values of the Egap in the PCSs strongly depended on the type of top and bottom TCOs
employed: the TCO with the lowest Egap imposed the Egap to the whole PCS. The best
dry PCS exhibited a maximum transmittance of 89.4% at 754 nm with a mean value
of transmittance in the visible range of 78.7% and visible–NIR range of 80.8% compared to
the best wet PCS (in acetone), which had a maximum of 84.7% at 737 nm and a mean value
of transmittance of 74.7% in the visible range and 76.9% in the visible–NIR range. Moreover,
the best wet PCS showed the highest diffused transmittance of between to 10–20% in the
visible range as compared to the best dry PCS.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Chemical Composition and Morphology Analysis

The chemical composition, morphology, and size of the Cu nanoparticles (Figure 1)
produced on the AZO or IZrO bottom layers by the dewetting process of a deposited
film as a function of the thermal treatment temperature that induced the dewetting were
investigated using SEM-EDX and RBS.

First of all, the RBS analysis (Figure S1) of our samples showed a stoichiometry com-
patible with the known composition of the AZO and IZrO targets; moreover, it confirmed
the following: the 0.6 at.% Zr doping in In2O3; the thickness of our deposited films for
AZO, IZrO, and Cu; and no oxidation (no presence of oxygen) of Cu (as deposited) film
sputtered on TCO.

Figure 1a shows the surface of the IZrO bottom layer; as expected for this type
of deposition, we observed a granular structure related to an amorphous nature of the
TCO [25,28]. Cu was sputtered uniformly and conformally on the surface of the IZrO
bottom layer (Figure 1b). The early stage of growth of the thin film was highlighted by the
nucleation or phenomena of aggregation, as well as the underlying IZrO granular structure
visible from the breakage in the copper film.

After a thermal annealing at 200 ◦C (Figure 1c), no significant modification in the struc-
ture of the Cu film was observed. At 300 ◦C, the solid-state dewetting process (Figure 1d)
was achieved and resulted in the formation of Cu nanoparticles with quasispherical and
spherical shapes.

When increasing the temperature up to 400 and 500 ◦C (Figure 1f,h, respectively),
we observed an increasing material agglomeration with the formation of larger faceted
Cu nanoparticles with an average diameter of ~120 nm. These results confirmed that the
solid-state dewetting process resulted in the formation of a particle distribution dominated
at temperatures higher than 300 ◦C by large-sized faceted nanoparticles.

After the deposition of the IZrO or AZO top layer, SEM images (not reported here)
showed our nanoparticles were covered by a compliant and continuous TCO layer with
an increased average size. Moreover, the Cu thin film showed the same evolution as
a function of the annealing temperature when it was deposited on the AZO bottom layer.

In addition to the morphological SEM analysis, we also carried out a chemical compo-
sitional analysis of the dewetted Cu nanoparticles by acquiring the EDX spectrum of the Cu
nanoparticles supported on the IZrO layer for each annealing temperature (Figure 1e,g,i).
In all the EDX spectra, we observed the following characteristic features: Cu lines related
to Cu nanoparticles; In lines related to the IZrO bottom layer; and Si and O lines related to
the glass substrate (SiO2) and SiO2 or IZrO layer, respectively (the RBS analysis reported
in Supplementary Materials Figure S1 supported the absence of oxygen in the Cu thin film);
and Mg, Al, and Na lines attributed to contamination in the glass substrate.
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Cu on IZrO bottom layer; (c) glass substrate/IZrO bottom/Cu stack after a thermal annealing at 200 

°C; (d) glass substrate/IZrO bottom/Cu stack after a thermal annealing at 300 °C; (e) EDX spectrum 
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square; (f) glass substrate/IZrO bottom/Cu stack after a thermal annealing at 400 °C; (g) EDX spec-
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the red square; (h) glass substrate/IZrO bottom/Cu stack after a thermal annealing at 500 °C; (i) EDX 

spectrum of the sample shown in (h) acquired over the Cu nanostructures on the position indicated 

by the red square. 

Figure 1. SEM images of (a) as-deposited IZrO botttom layer surface; (b) the surface of as-deposited
Cu on IZrO bottom layer; (c) glass substrate/IZrO bottom/Cu stack after a thermal annealing at 200
◦C; (d) glass substrate/IZrO bottom/Cu stack after a thermal annealing at 300 ◦C; (e) EDX spectrum
of the sample shown in (d) acquired over the Cu nanostructures on the position indicated by the
red square; (f) glass substrate/IZrO bottom/Cu stack after a thermal annealing at 400 ◦C; (g) EDX
spectrum of the sample shown in (f) acquired over the Cu nanostructures on the position indicated
by the red square; (h) glass substrate/IZrO bottom/Cu stack after a thermal annealing at 500 ◦C;
(i) EDX spectrum of the sample shown in (h) acquired over the Cu nanostructures on the position
indicated by the red square.

Figure 2 reports on the SEM-EDX analysis of the Cu nanoparticles obtained via laser
ablation in acetone and methanol at a power density of 5 J cm−2 per pulse and for an 8 min
ablation time and then deposited on the AZO or IZrO bottom layer.
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Figure 2. (a) SEM image of Cu nanoparticles produced in acetone on AZO bottom layer; (b) EDX
spectrum of the sample shown in (a) acquired over the Cu nanostructures on the position indicated
by the red square; (c) SEM image of Cu nanoparticles produced in methanol deposited on Si layer;
(d) EDX spectrum of the sample shown in (c) acquired over the Cu nanostructures on the position
indicated by the red square.

In detail, Figure 2a shows the SEM micrograph for the Cu nanoparticles produced
via laser ablation in acetone deposited on top of the AZO bottom layer. The surface
of the AZO bottom layer with a symmetric granular structure related to a highly (002)
textured columnar polycrystalline films with a wurtzite structure [24,25] is clearly visible.
In addition, Figure 2c shows the Cu nanoparticles produced via laser ablation in methanol
and deposited on top of the Si layer. As can be seen, laser ablation in methanol and
acetone produced spherical nanoparticles with a larger average diameter in methanol than
in acetone. In particular, when produced in acetone, the average diameter of particles was
~ 33 nm, while it was ~230 nm when produced in methanol. The results for the Cu NPs
in acetone were in agreement with the growth mechanism, which, as a function of dipole
moment and the higher moment of acetone, produced smaller nanoparticles [29,30].

In addition, a chemical compositional analysis of the laser-ablated Cu nanoparticles
was performed by acquiring the EDX spectrum of the Cu nanoparticles deposited on the
AZO layer (for acetone) and on Si (for methanol) (Figure 2b,d).

In the EDX spectra acquired for the Cu nanoparticles (produced in acetone) deposited
on the AZO layer, we observed the following characteristic features: Cu lines related to
Cu nanostructures; Zn lines related to the AZO bottom layer; Si and O lines related to the
glass substrate (SiO2) and SiO2 or AZO layer, respectively; and Mg, Al, Ca, and K lines
attributed to contamination in the glass substrate.
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For the EDX spectra acquired for the Cu nanoparticles (produced in methanol) de-
posited on an Si layer, we observed the following characteristic features: Cu lines related to
Cu nanostructures, an Si line related to the Si substrate, an O line related to native silicon
oxide on the silicon (Si) surface, and C lines related to the solvent.

2.2. UV–Vis–NIR Optical Properties

Figure 3a shows the optical direct transmittance, specular reflectance, and absorbance
spectra of the Glass/AZObott/IZrOtop, Glass/IZrObott/AZOtop, and Glass/IZrObott/IZrOtop
double stack; while Figure 3b shows their optical band gaps evaluated by using Tauc’s
equation for direct transitions. Both the IZrO and AZO TCOs had wide direct band gaps.
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Figure 3. (a) Transmittance, reflectance, and absorbance curves of Glass/AZObott/IZrOtop,
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glass substrate is reported as a reference. (b) Tauc plots and calculated linear fit of the samples
reported in (a).

Tauc’s law for direct transitions is based on the assumption that the energy-dependent
absorption coefficient α can be expressed by the following equation [25,31]:

(Eα)2 = B
(
E − Egap

)
(1)

where E is the photon energy, α is the absorption coefficient, and B is the Tauc coefficient.
In this way, we obtained the Egap from the energy axis intercept of the line fitted on the
linear portion of the Tauc plots. In our samples, α was calculated by using the following
equation [32]:

αPCS =
1

dPCS
In

TGlass (1 − RPCS)

TPCS
(2)
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where dPCS, TPCS, and RPCS are the thickness, direct transmittance, and specular reflectance
of the PCS structure, respectively; while TGlass is the direct transmittance of the bare
glass substrate.

Moreover, the transmittance of glass substrate was reported and the data included the
substrate contribution. These data and optical behaviors of the double stack were essential as
references in order to compare and understand the optical properties of the dry and wet PCS.

As can be seen, depending on the sequence of top and bottom TCO layers in our
double stack samples, we changed the transmittance of samples because we were changing
the reflectance. This behavior could be ascribed to the differences in the refractive indices
of the IZrO and AZO thin films as well as to the difference in the absorbances of double
stacks: the Glass/IZrO bott/IZrO top stack absorbed more than the Glass/IZrO bott/AZO
top double stack.

As far as the Egap is concerned, in the asymmetric stack we found a value of 3.38 eV
related to the AZO band gap, while in the symmetric-stack Glass/IZrO bott/IZrO top we
found a value of 3.58 associated with the In2O3 band gap. These Egap values calculated for
AZO and IZrO were in good agreement with the values found in the literature [24,25,33].
Moreover, the Egap calculated by the Tauc plot was affected by an error of 0.05 eV; the
energy gap values of all stacks are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Sheet resistances and Egap of AZO and IZrO thin film layers; AZO/IZrO, IZrO/AZO, and
IZrO/IZrO double stacks; and dry systems with all combinations of AZO and IZrO layers as the top
and bottom TCO.

Samples Rsh (Ω/Sq) Egap

AZO thin film 1 × 106 3.41
IZrO thin film 243 3.58

AZO bott/IZrO top 235 3.38
IZrO bott/AZO top 236 3.38
IZrO bott/IZrO top 178 3.58

Samples Rsh (Ω/Sq) Egap

AZObott/Cu as dep/IZrOtop 268 3.36
AZObott/Cu + 200 ◦C/IZrOtop 279 3.37
AZObott/Cu + 300 ◦C/IZrOtop 287 3.38
AZObott/Cu + 400 ◦C/IZrOtop 274 3.38
AZObott/Cu + 500 ◦C/IZrOtop 277 3.40

Samples Rsh (Ω/Sq) Egap

IZrObott/Cu as dep/AZOtop 265 3.37
IZrObott/Cu + 200 ◦C/AZOtop 83 3.38
IZrObott/Cu + 300 ◦C/AZOtop 1019 3.43
IZrObott/Cu + 400 ◦C/AZOtop 2093 3.43
IZrObott/Cu + 500 ◦C/AZOtop 4385 3.43

Samples Rsh (Ω/Sq) Egap

IZrObott/Cu as dep/IZrOtop 153 3.51
IZrObott/Cu + 200 ◦C/IZrOtop 87 3.62
IZrObott/Cu + 300 ◦C/IZrOtop 289 3.62
IZrObott/Cu + 400 ◦C/IZrOtop 322 3.61
IZrObott/Cu + 500 ◦C/IZrOtop 521 3.64

Regarding the dry PCS, we observed that in asymmetric structures (Figure 4b,c),
independently of the annealing temperature, a threshold around 364 nm was recognized
with a concurrently increasing absorbance from 364 nm to a lower wavelength in the UV
region; while for the symmetric PCS composed of only IZrO layers (Figure 4a), once again,
independently of the annealing temperature, we observed a threshold around 344 nm with
a concurrently increasing absorbance from that value to a lower wavelength. We noted
that for both the asymmetric and symmetric PCSs, when the Cu as-deposited thin film was
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deposited between TCOs, the threshold moved to a higher wavelength with respect to the
thresholds previously mentioned. The thresholds were connected to the direct optical band
gaps of the AZO layer and IZrO layer: sunlight photons with an energy higher than the
energy band gap were absorbed by electrons in the valence band with their promotion to
the conduction band. The values for the Egap in the PCSs strongly depended on the type
of top and bottom TCOs employed: the TCO with the lowest Egap imposed the Egap to the
entire PCS.
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Figure 4. Transmittance, reflectance, and absorbance curves of dry PCS as a function of the an-
nealing temperature with all combinations of AZO and IZrO layers as the top and bottom TCO:
(a) IZrObott/Cu/IZrOtop; (b) AZObott/Cu/IZrOtop; (c) IZrObott/Cu/AZOtop. The transmittance
of the bare glass substrate is reported as a reference. (d) Tauc plots and calculated linear fit of the
samples reported in (c).

In the 250–1100 nm wavelength range, we observed that symmetric and asymmetric
PCSs showed the same behavior in the transmittance with respect to double stack but
with higher values as a function of the annealing temperature and the evolution of Cu
nanostructures embedded in the TCOs. On the other hand, the reflectance curves exhibited
a complementary behavior with respect to transmittance, showing a maximum where the
transmittance values were low and vice versa. In addition, in the visible–near-infrared
range, the reflectance values for all structures were below 22%.

The best transmittance values were obtained for each type of symmetric and asymmet-
ric dry PCS by Glass/IZrObott/Cu + 500 ◦C/IZrOtop, Glass/AZObott/Cu + 300 ◦C/IZrOtop,
and Glass/IZrObott/Cu + 400 ◦C/AZOtop with maximum values of 68.9% at 714 nm, 74.3%
at 762 nm, and 89.4% at 754 nm, respectively. Among them, the best performance accord-
ing to the mean values of the transmittance calculated in the visible range (400–800 nm)
and visible–NIR range (400–1100 nm) belonged to Glass/IZrObott/Cu + 400 ◦C/AZOtop
with values of 78.7% and 80.8%, respectively; while Glass/IZrObott/Cu + 500 ◦C/IZrOtop
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and Glass/AZObott/Cu + 300 ◦C/IZrOtop showed values in that range of 61.2–63.0% and
66.0–68.5%, respectively.

For the best dry PCS (Glass/IZrObott/Cu + 400 ◦C/AZOtop), an analysis of the ab-
sorbance, transmittance, and reflectance curves allowed us to highlight that higher values
of transmittance were obtained thanks to a very low absorbance even though the reflectance
values were among the higher ones (21.9%) in the visible range. The Cu nanostructures
embedded in TCOs contributed to an increase in the transmittance at the expense of the
reflectance and absorbance.

Moreover, for the best dry structures (Glass/IZrObott/Cu + different annealing
temperatures/AZOtop), we showed that the Tauc plots and calculated linear fit of the
samples (Figure 4d) used to evaluate the Egap had band-gap values in the range of 3.37 to
3.43 eV. If we considered the Egap ± uncertainty range measured, then due to the overlap
among values, the measurements were consistent. This meant that all these structures
showed the same Egap (for AZO). The Egap values for all remaining structures are listed
in Table 1.

Figure 5a shows the absorbance spectra of colloidal copper solutions prepared in ace-
tone and methanol at a laser ablation fluence of 5 J cm−2 per pulse and for an ablation time
of 8 min.
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Figure 5. (a) Absorbance spectra of colloid solutions of metallic copper nanoparticles prepared
in acetone (on the right side of the photo in the caption) and methanol (on the left side of the photo
in the caption). (b) Transmittance, reflectance, and absorbance curves of wet systems as a function
of the solvent employed to produce Cu nanoparticles and for all combination of TCOs as the top and
bottom layer. The transmittance of the bare glass substrate is also reported for reference.
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Our aim was to produce almost-pure Cu metallic nanoparticles; therefore, water was
avoided as a solvent due to its high oxidation power [18], while acetone and methanol
were employed due to their characteristics of low toxicity, environmental safety, low cost,
and a low oxidation power resulting from their low/moderately hygroscopicity [34].

The spectra as a function of the solvent employed exhibited a distinct SPR in the
visible range with a copper interband transition (IBT) in the UV short-wavelength region.
Specifically, the positions of the SPR band peaks were at 610 nm for acetone and 578 nm
for methanol. The Cu colloidal solution obtained in acetone showed a red-shifted SPR
peak compared to methanol along with differences in shape and intensity. The SPR peak
in acetone was weak and broad while in methanol it was slightly more intense and narrow.
A check of the Cu target mass before and after the process of laser ablation detected more Cu
dissolved in acetone (25 10−5 g) compared to that in methanol (16 10−5g); these differences
mainly arose from the difference in particle sizes, which were larger in methanol than
in acetone.

After the preparation of the Cu colloidal solutions in acetone and methanol, the
nanoparticles were embedded between the TCO layers (see wet PCS synthesis). The trans-
mittance, reflectance, and absorbance spectra of all wet PCSs as a function of the solvent
employed (to create Cu nanoparticles) and for all combinations of AZO and IZrO as the top
and bottom layer are shown in Figure 5b. Moreover, the transmittance of the glass substrate
is reported and, as in all cases, the optical data included the glass substrate’s contribution.

As far as the transmittance is concerned, all wet asymmetric PCSs once again showed,
independent of the colloidal solutions (and metallic copper nanoparticles) employed,
a threshold around 364 nm and, simultaneously, a considerable increase in the absorbance
in the UV region from 364 nm. For the symmetric PCSs, independent of the colloidal
solutions, we observed a threshold around 344 nm and, simultaneously, an increase in the
absorbance from 344 nm to a lower wavelength. As stated previously, these thresholds
were related to the direct optical band gaps of the AZO layers and IZrO layer, respectively.

Once again, in the visible–NIR range (400–1100 nm), we observed that the symmetric
and asymmetric PCSs showed the same behavior in the transmittance with respect to double
stacks but with higher values as a function of the type of Cu nanoparticles (and solvent
used). On the other hand, the reflectance curves exhibited a complementary behavior with
respect to the transmittance behavior, showing a maximum when the transmittance values
were low and vice versa. However, in this case the reflectance values for all structures were
below 20%.

The best transmittance values among all the symmetric and asymmetric wet PCSs were
achieved by Glass/IZrObott/Cu Np in acetone/AZOtop followed by Glass/IZrObott/Cu
Np in methanol/AZOtop, with maximum values of 84.7% at 737 nm and 79.2% at 745
nm, respectively. The best performance according to the mean values of the transmittance
calculated in the visible range and visible–NIR range belonged to Glass/IZrObott/Cu Np
in acetone/AZOtop, with values of 74.7% and 76.9%, respectively.

For the best wet PCS (Glass/IZrObott/Cu Np in acetone/AZOtop), an analysis of the
absorbance, transmittance, and reflectance curves allowed us to highlight that higher values
for transmittance were obtained thanks to very low absorbance and reflectance values,
which were lower than 20% in all wavelength ranges analyzed. In addition, in this case
we observed, from 364 nm to a higher wavelength, that the increase in the transmittance
in the wet system was related to a decrease in the reflectance and absorption compared to
the reference sample (Glass/IZrObott/AZOtop).

2.3. Electrical and Optical (Egap) Properties

The sheet resistances of the wet and dry PCSs along with those of the AZO and
IZrO thin films, AZO/IZrO, IZrO/AZO, and IZrO/IZrO double stack as references, were
measured at room temperature and are reported in Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 2. Wet systems with all combination of AZO and IZrO layers as the top and bottom TCO.

Samples Rsh (Ω/Sq) Egap

AZObott/Cu acet/IZrOtop 304 3.38
AZObott/Cu met/IZrOtop 263 3.37
IZrObott/Cu acet/AZOtop 253 3.39
IZrObott/Cu met/AZOtop 215 3.38
IZrObott/Cu acet/IZrOtop 124 3.58
IZrObott/Cu met/IZrOtop 132 3.57

The AZO thin film layer deposited at room temperature was characterized by a very
high value of Rsh. This value depended on the thickness, TCO and Al doping nature, and
deposition-process parameters such as room temperature deposition [23–25]. Conversely,
the IZrO thin film deposited at room temperature showed a very low value of about
200–300 Ω/sq. Briefly, the IZrO film was grown using magnetron sputtering with zirco-
nium defect levels sufficiently high in energy and above the conduction band minimum
of In2O3 so that the transition metal dopant could be fully ionized at room temperature
and act as a shallow donor along with high values of the electron concentration (ne) and
electron mobility (µe) [35–39].

The Rsh of the TCO double stacks in all configurations could be modeled while
considering the bottom TCO and top TCO layers as two resistors connected in parallel;
in this case, we considered only the part between the brackets in Equation (3). Therefore, if
we had two TCOs with a high difference in sheet resistance values, the Rsh of the double
stack was dominated by the TCO with the lowest sheet resistance, while it was about Rsh/2
if TCOs had the same (or a very close) sheet resistance; e.g., the IZrO/IZrO stack.

When Cu in both the dry and wet configurations was deposited between the TCO
layers, the Rsh value of this three-layer stack could be seen as three resistors connected
in parallel (Equation (3) with all elements). If we take into account that:

• In all the dry PCSs, the Cu film as deposited was a noncontinuous film or coalesced
gradually toward larger particles as a function of thermal annealing;

• In all the wet PCSs, Cu NPs with various sizes were randomly and uniformly dis-
tributed on bottom TCOs;

• Cu in all its forms in these structures showed a very high sheet resistance >106 Ω/sq,
the sheet resistance of all wet and dry PCSs only depended on the two TCO layers due
to a negligible value for the Cu sheet resistance:

1/Rsystem = (1/Rsh, bott TCO + 1/Rsh, top TCO) + 1/Rsh,Cu (3)

If we considered the first configuration (Glass/AZO bottom/Cu (as deposited or + ther-
mal annealing)/IZrO top), as expected, after a thermal annealing we observed an improve-
ment in the AZO bottom Rsh of up to three orders of magnitude until about 2 × 103 Ω/sq
at 400 ◦C [40]. Beyond 400 ◦C, no significant improvement was observed. In the meantime,
the AZO bottom layer improved its Rsh as a function of temperature while the Cu coalesced
gradually toward a non continuous film or larger unconnected nanoparticles.

Finally, with the room temperature deposition of IZrO top layer, the structure could
be seen as three resistors connected in parallel. Here, the entire Rsh was controlled by the
IZrO top layer due to its lowest sheet resistance as compared to all types of annealed AZO
bottom layers and all forms of Cu. In fact, in all of these types of structures, we observed
very similar sheet resistance values to that of the IZrO thin film.

In the second configuration (Glass/IZrO bottom/Cu (as deposited or + thermal an-
nealing)/AZO top), we observed an improvement in the Rsh value up to 200 ◦C; then,
for higher annealing temperatures, a gradual worsening up to ~ 4.4 × 103 Ω/sq. If we
considered the sheet resistance of the AZO top layer deposited at room temperature and
how the layers of structure influenced the Rsh of all of the systems, we could presume that
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IZrO improved the electrical properties up to 200 ◦C, then it degraded. Here, once again,
the IZrO layer controlled the Rsh of the PCS.

In the third configuration (Glass/IZrO bottom/Cu (as deposited or + thermal anneal-
ing)/IZrO top), when considering the behavior of the IZrO sheet resistance as a function
of temperature and the condition that at room temperature both IZrO layers (top and
bottom) had the same sheet resistance, we observed a smaller gradual worsening up to
521 Ω/sq at 500 ◦C. In this case, the upper layer of IZrO deposited at room temperature
compensated for the worsening of the IZrO bottom layer.

On the other hand, for the wet PCSs, with the previous considerations for TCOs layers
deposited at room temperature along with the bottom TCO layer undergoing an irrelevant
thermal treatment on a hot plate (100 ◦C, 30 min), we observed, as expected, that in the
asymmetric wet PCS, the Rsh was controlled by the IZrO layer, while in the symmetric PCS
with both IZrO layers, the Rsh was about Rsh, IZrO/2.

2.4. Comparing the best PCSs

Figure 6a,b and Table 3 show a comparison among the PCSs with the best optical
and electrical properties produced in this work and in our previous work [40] for PCSs
constructed using the wet procedure with AZO as the top and bottom layers.
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Figure 6. (a) Comparison of direct transmission, specular reflectance, and absorbance of the best
selected structures. Glass substrate and Glass/IZrObott/AZOtop are reported as reference points.
(b) Comparison of direct transmission, total reflectance, and absorbance of wet (Glass/IZrO/Cu
Acet/AZO) and dry (Glass/IZrO/ Cu + 400 ◦C/AZO) structures.
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Table 3. Comparison of sheet resistance, energy band gap, mean value T in visible (400–800 nm) and
visible–NIR (400–1100 nm) ranges of the best selected structures. Glass/IZrObott/AZOtop is reported
as a reference point. The data for the AZObott/Cu acetone/AZOtop sample are from our previous
work [40].

Samples Rsh (Ω/Sq) Egap <T>Vis (%) <T>Vis-NIR (%)

IZrObott/AZOtop 236 3.38 65.4 68.5
IZrObott/Cu Acet/AZOtop 253 3.38 74.7 76.9

IZrObott/Cu + 400 ◦C/AZOtop 2093 3.43 78.7 80.8
AZObott/Cu acet/AZOtop [40] 2.5 × 106 3.44 82.8 82.4

Beginning with the electrical properties, it can be seen that the best performance was
achieved by the structure with the IZrO layer incorporated, and in particular without
thermal annealing. Between the best and the worst performances, there was a difference
of about four orders of magnitude, with a best value of 253 Ω/sq.

On the other hand, from the optical point of view, no remarkable differences were
observed in the Egap caused by the presence of an AZO layer in all structures and therefore
with values very close to each other and inside the affected error. The most remarkable
modifications concerned the T, R, and abs values. In particular, as shown in Figure 6a and
in the transmittance mean values in the visible and visible–NIR ranges reported in Table 3,
the best performances were achieved by Glass/AZObott/Cu Np acetone/AZOtop followed
by Glass/IZrObott/Cu + 400 ◦C/AZ and Glass/IZrObott/Cu Np in acetone/AZOtop.

As can be seen, these differences in transmittance arose from the different manners
of absorption and the maximum (and minimum) position of reflectance. Between the best
and the third-best in the visible and visible–NIR range, we found a difference of 8.1% and
5.5%, respectively, with the lowest absorption by Glass/AZObott/Cu Np acetone/AZOtop
and the lowest reflectance values (ranging from 5 to 18%) by Glass/IZrObott/Cu Np
in acetone/AZOtop.

When comparing all the electrical and optical properties, although Glass/AZObott/Cu
NPs acetone/AZOtop showed the best optical performance, at the same time it also showed
the worst electrical performance; therefore, it could not be selected as a PCS.

Between the wet and dry asymmetric PCSs, in order to make the best choice, we stud-
ied the total reflectance (specular + diffused) of light by these structures (Figure 6b). If we
consider the components of the total transmittance, total reflectance, and the absorbance,
we get:

100% = Ttot + Rtot + abs = Tdir + Tdi f f + Rspec + Rdi f f + abs (4)

We observed that because both structures showed a very close absorption, with the
higher total reflectance and Tdir belonging to the dry PCS, this implied that the wet PCSs
had a higher Tdiff part of the light. In particular, we calculated diffused light values ranging
in the best conditions from 5 to 28% in the entire visible range. The higher values for Tdiff
were from 500 nm to lower wavelengths. In conclusion, the PCS with the best electrical and
optical properties was Glass/IZrObott/Cu Np in acetone/AZOtop because it showed the
lowest sheet resistance, a good direct transmission, and the highest diffused transmission
in the visible and NIR wavelength ranges.

3. Materials and Methods

AZO films were deposited onto a Corning glass 2947 substrate by means of RF mag-
netron sputtering using the following parameters: ceramic AZO target (2 wt% Al2O3, 98
wt% ZnO), power density of 2.16 W/cm2, 7 cm target–substrate distance, room temperature
deposition, and argon working pressure of 5.7 × 10−3 mbar.

IZrO films were deposited onto a Corning glass 2947 substrate via an RF and DC mag-
netron cosputtering technique using a Zr (99.99% purity) and In2O3 target (2-inch diameter,
99.99% purity) supplied by Moorfield Nanotechnology. The cosputtering deposition of all
films was performed by applying a 45 W sputtering power for In2O3 (in RF mode) and
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57 W for Zr in (DC mode) at room temperature in an argon atmosphere with a working
pressure of 1.6 × 10−2 mbar and a deposition time of 60 min. The sputtering system was
used in a sputter-up configuration with a rotating sample holder.

In the dry configuration, Cu nanoparticles were fabricated by dewetting of a Cu
thin film sputtered on both AZO or IZrO films. The Cu thin film was deposited by
means of sputtering using an Emitech K550X sputter coater in conditions of 50 mA for
35 s. The thermal solid dewetting of the Cu thin films was carried out in a tubular oven
made by Carbolite Gero in a saturated N2 atmosphere to avoid spontaneous oxidation at
temperatures ranging from 200 to 500 ◦C for 60 min. Moreover, we took the precaution
of waiting for a few minutes between the time (at room temperature) of depositions (Cu thin
film and top TCO) and the thermal annealing. In this short time, no significant oxidation
occurred [41].

In the wet configuration, the Cu nanostructures were produced via pulsed laser abla-
tion from a Cu metal target (thickness of 1.0 mm, purity of 99.99%) immersed in methanol
and acetone. The laser ablation was performed with a Nd:YAG laser (Spectra Physics,
Santa Clara, CA, USA) using the following parameters: λ = 1064 nm,10 ns pulse, 5 J/cm2

fluence, 10 Hz frequency, and an ablation time of 8 min. A 2 mm laser spot was focused
with a 100 mm focal length lens on the Cu target at the bottom of a Teflon vessel filled
with 8 mL of methanol or acetone. Cu nanostructures from the colloidal solutions were
transferred onto the bottom TCOs surface using a drop-casting method.

Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) was used to determine the stoichiometry
and the areal density of: zinc (Zn), aluminum (Al), and oxygen (O) in the AZO layer; indium
(In), oxygen (O), and zirconium (Zr) in the IZrO layer; and copper (Cu) in the Cu thin-film
layer. A standard RBS analysis was performed with a 2.0 MeV He+ ion beam at normal
incidence with the backscattered ions detected at an angle of 165◦. SimNra software [42]
was used to simulate the RBS spectra for the quantitative analysis. Once the doses of the
chemical elements in the films were quantified, we converted them into thickness by using
the atomic density of the material: AZO (4.22 × 1022 at./cm3), Cu (8.48 × 1022 at./cm3),
and IZrO (7.69 × 1022 at/cm3). The thickness of AZO, IZrO, and Cu thin film was set at 85,
65, and 1.3 nm, respectively.

The IZrO and AZO surfaces along with the Cu nanoparticles’ morphology, were
investigated by means of a scanning electron microscope (field-emission Gemini 152 Carl
Zeiss Supra 25). The analyses were carried out by using the in-lens detector with an aperture
size of 30µm, a working distance of 3 mm, and an acceleration voltage of 3 kV. Moreover,
the use of SEM associated with an EDAX-EDX detector was employed for an energy-
dispersive X-ray analysis in order to identify the chemical composition (and distribution
of elements) in our structure via the collection of characteristic X-rays emitted by the sample
and induced by the primary electron beam (at 15 KeV). In particular, SEM images were
processed to determine the average diameter of the Cu nanoparticles while assuming
a spherical shape on a statistical population of at least 100 nanoparticles.

A four-point collinear probe method employing a Keithley 4200 semiconductor char-
acterization system was used at room temperature to measure the sheet resistance (Rsh)
of all systems.

The direct transmittance (Tdir), specular reflectance (Rspec), and absorbance (Abs) spec-
tra of samples in the 250–1100 nm wavelength range were measured by using a Varian Cary
500 double-beam scanning UV–vis–NIR spectrophotometer. In particular, the reflectance
spectra were measured in specular geometry at 20◦ using a silicon-calibrated sample as
reference, while the direct transmittance spectra were normalized to a 100% baseline ob-
tained using an empty sample holder. Lastly, the total reflectance (Rtot) was measured using
a Perkin Elmer Lambda 40 UV–vis spectrometer equipped with an integrating sphere.

Dry and Wet PCS Preparation

PCSs in both dry and wet configurations were produced in three sequential steps
(Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Steps sequence with the related processes that took place to fabricate the dry or wet PCSs.

The first step was the deposition of the bottom TCO (AZO or IZrO) layer on the glass
substrate, then (second) the deposition of the Cu nanoparticles on the bottom TCO layer,
and finally (third) the deposition of the top TCO (AZO or IZrO) layer in order to cover
and protect the Cu nanoparticles. The TCObott/Cu nanoparticle/TCOtop structures were
synthesized using all combinations of AZO and IZrO as the top and bottom layers.

As a function of the method used to produce the Cu nanostructures, the second step was:

• In the dry configuration, after the deposition of the Cu thin film on the bottom TCO
(AZO or IZrO), the Cu nanoparticles were produced by a thermal annealing of the
glass substrate/bottom TCO/Cu thin-film stack. This led to an energetically favored
set of Cu nanoparticles at temperatures below the melting point. Lastly, the previous
Cu nanoparticles were covered with a top TCO (AZO or IZrO) layer.

• In the wet configuration, in the case of laser ablation in a solvent, after using an ul-
trasonic dispersion process on the produced colloidal solutions in order to avoid
agglomeration of nanoparticles, a fraction measuring 100 µL was poured onto the
bottom TCO layer. The solvent was evaporated by means of a hot plate at 100 ◦C for
30 min. This weak thermal process involved the glass substrate/bottom TCO/Cu
nanoparticles + solvent stack. After the evaporation of the solvent, the top TCO layer
was deposited.

4. Conclusions and Future Perspectives

In conclusion, Cu nanoparticles were produced by means of dry SSD of a 1.3 nm Cu
layer and wet LAL of a Cu target using a 1064 nm nanosecond-pulsed laser in acetone and
methanol. The realized Cu nanostructures were then embedded in TCOs such as an AZO
layer or IZrO layer. The TCObott/Cu nanoparticle/TCOtop structures were synthesized
using all combinations of AZO and IZrO as the top and bottom layers. The goal of this
research was to achieve a plasmonic and conductive structure (PCS) for photovoltaic
applications via a comparison of the involved methods and all created structures.

The differences found between the wet and dry processes were in the shapes and
sizes of the Cu nanoparticles: SSD produced faceted or quasispherical nanoparticles with
an average size of less than 150 nm, while LAL produced spherical nanoparticles that were
smaller than 50 nm in acetone and smaller than 250 nm in methanol. The dry and wet
PCSs as a function of the TCOs employed and temperature of annealing could achieve
a sheet resistance of 86 Ω/sq in the best conditions and ~250 Ω/sq at room temperature for
the wet and dry PCSs. The optical properties such as the energy band gap, transmittance,
absorbance, and specular or diffused reflectance investigated in the 250–1100 nm UV–vis–
NIR range showed a dependence on the sequence of the top and bottom TCOs and type
(wet or dry) of Cu nanoparticles embedded. The values for the Egap in the PCSs strongly
depended on the type of top and bottom TCOs employed: the TCO with the lowest Egap
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imposed the Egap to the entire PCS. The best dry PCS exhibited a maximum transmittance
of 89.4% at 754 nm with a mean value of transmittance in the visible range of 78.7% and
in the visible–NIR range of 80.8%; while the best wet PCS in acetone showed 84.7% at
737 nm, 74.7% in the visible range, and 76.9% in the visible–NIR range. Moreover, the best
wet PCS showed a higher diffused transmittance of between 10 and 20% in the visible range
compared to the best dry PCS. If we considered the dimensions of the Cu nanoparticles
in both the wet and dry configurations, the optical behaviors, especially for the diffused
part of the transmitted light, were in agreement with the literature [43,44]: in small NPs
(d < 10 nm), the absorption dominated while the scattering increases strongly with the
dimensions up to a saturation of d > 100 nm.

The present work can be considered as a second step toward the optimization of Cu
nanoparticles and transparent conductive oxides in order to design and engineer the best
PCS for improving solar cell devices. Therefore, based on this research and our previous
study, our next step will be the fabrication of Si-based solar cell prototypes by growing
a Si-based active layer on a PCS and then testing of the performance of the prototypes.
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